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 Ram's training for the year-end School Fest and Janani's preparations for the quiz competition of her college are the major sub-
plot of this film. This is also a love triangle with Ram and Janani as the protagonists and Kumar as the antagonist. The rest of the

film's major sub-plot is the story of Ram, Janani's evil cousin Vijay's plan to separate them. Ram is considered an academic
genius and the only one among his batch-mates who did not crack a quiz competition, the DSP exam. Janani, a shrewd and

tomboyish girl, was preparing for her school's year-end school festival when she accidentally meets Ram. Janani, along with her
father, convinces the college authorities to let Ram join the school. This however angers the principal and Janani's cousin Vijay,

who wants to make Janani his mistress and marry her. Ram and Janani's love evolves in three phases: During the school days,
when they are attracted to each other, during college days, when they fall in love with each other, and finally when they have a
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sexual relationship. This film marks the debut of the two young actors, Boman Irani and Shilpa Shetty as screen couple. The
then-young actress Shilpa Shetty, as per many sources, was initially hesitant to do the role of Janani, but became attached to the
role of Janani after watching the film's trailer and reading the script. Shilpa's role is remembered for her bold appearance in one
scene where she is shown with long hair and exposing her cleavage, which was not acceptable in the conservative Bollywood of
that era. Reception The movie was a huge success at the box office. It ran successfully for many weeks and saw several reruns.
In 1995, the movie was made into a full-fledged musical film with the title Ram Janmabhoomi, and a new team of actors and
crew had to be hired. However, the musical version of the film still failed at the box office. It is still considered as one of the
highest grossing movies ever made in Bollywood, with a worldwide gross of about Rs 800,000,000 (US$ 22,000,000), and a
domestic gross of over Rs 350,000,000 (US$ 10,000,000). Cast Boman Irani as Ram / Ram Kumar Shilpa Shetty as Janani
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